What’s so funny about a guy with a laptop and a projector?

*Media Comica*, the brainchild of comedian/media designer Brent Barson, is a self-contained, one man show that deftly blends digital media design and stand-up comedy. Media Comica hijacks established visual forms from our modern digital lifestyle and twists them into a funnier, more revealing “graphical humor interface.” The computer becomes a character in its own right, leaving the audience wondering who’s controlling whom. Whether it’s playing the straight man or the mischievous virtual personality to Brent’s actual portrayal of personas, the digital presence is seen and heard in full color and sound. Media Comica would love to show you what’s so funny about a guy with a laptop and a projector.

**MEDIA COMICA CONTAINS:**
- Animations & 30-second commercials
- PowerPoint parody
- The News in Español
- Charts & graphs
- Self-deprecating humor
- Self-aggrandizing humor
- A healthy dose of skepticism toward corporate life
- Much, much more™ to laugh at

**TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS:**
- A healthy dose of skepticism toward corporate life
- Much, much more™ to laugh at

Media Comica requires a power outlet and at least a 2-channel house sound system in which to plug the laptop and the wireless mic setup. Also, a reasonably large stage and darkness helps.